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ANOTHER BIG EVENT IN 1775

LATE AS USUAL
We promised four issues per year
and we expect to deliver them.
However, it should be understood
by all members of the Society that
publication dates are flexible.
We would like to issue the Bulletin on a calendar basis but the
irregular demands of our private
affairs just do not permit us to
adhere to a schedule. Please
don't be distressed if it sometimes
seems a long while between issues.
You haven't been forgotten and the
Treasurer has not absconded with
the dues money. Your Bulletins
will arrive and we will try to make
them worth waiting for.

LAST

CALL

Belt buckle subscriptions were
disappointing. ( Plane Talk IV-2)
We did not make our goal and may
have to give up the project and return their money to the subscribers.
To be absolutely sure, we are holding the project open for a short
period following this announcement.
If any of you want the buckle and
have not already ordered, please
do so WITEIN TWO WEEKS OV TaiS
ISSUE. Your orders may push the
subscription to its goal. Otherwise, those who sent their orders
can be expecting the return of
their money shortly.

In 111-4 we ran a piece speculating on the 1730 date claimed for
the establishment of John Moseley's
business in the 1909 catalog of
William Marples & Sons, Moseley's
successor. We pointed out that,
if the lineage were traced back
through George Mutter, whose first
known date was 1766, there was a
36 year interval to account for in
which one or more pre-Mutter proprietors must have operated.
i We neglected to mention that it
is clearly stated in BP II that
Mutter took over the business of
William Madox in 1775. Madox has
,been traced to 1748 by Matthew Carter. Between Madox's presumptive beginning and 1730 the gap is only 18
years. It is apparent that, if it
is the Madox branch through which
,the Marples claim of 179 years of
:continuous planemaking was established, we must look for a pre-Madox
plane maker whose surname begins
with M to complete our alliteration
of M? to Madox to Mutter to Moseley
to Marples.
N.B. In the same 111-4 piece we com:mitted a couple of major typographican errors when we rendered the
date for John Heyden/Havdoh,
plainmaker (BP II) as 1820 rather
than 1720, and his surname as
Hayden.
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rat. SAFEST

WAY ?

by
Edward Ingraham, III
After using wood molding planes for a number of years, I believe
I have stumbled on the safest and most efficient method of removing
the iron and wedge. Not only does this technique minimize the chance
of damage to the plane, but it will also work on the most tightly fitting wedge. Hold the plane in the left hand with -the heel of the plane
toward you, gripping it between the palm of the hand and the fingers.
The first joint of the first finger will fit nicely into the relieved
portion of the wedge. The thumb is then wrapped around the iron and
wedge from the back, yielding a positive hold on both the wedge and
iron. Enough pressure should be applied to insure that nothing slips
or drops out when the plane is struck. Using a fairly small "wood"
mallet, strike a solid blow to the center of the heel. Usually one or
two raps are all that are needed to loosen most irons; however, if the
wedge is frozen in place by rust or moisture it may be necessary to
resort to firmer blows or a slightly heavier mallet. A mallet with
2 inch face with a slightly convex surface will give the best
/
2 to 31
/
21
results and leave almost no marks on the planes' heel inspite of amazingly heavy blows. This method will eliminate the possibility of the
iron from slipping and falling out once the wedge has been loosened.
One final note of caution: always try to remove the iron over the surface of the bench, just in case.
See photographic illustration
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We'liave received a note—nom B.E.C. which- has --the rather astonishing heading, "Iron Planes
with Gold Plated Handles". There nust be a
few at least somewhere for our sharpeyed correspondent had discovered a reference in "The Centennial Exposition", J.S. Ingram, p 235, "Conspicuous among the exhibits in this particular
branch of industry, the display made by J.J.
TOWER, of New York, was curious and interesting.
There wqs a handsome line of iron bench planes,
with handles finished, some in nickel and others
gold plated, presenting a very showy appearance."
Tower's planes are not common and the gold
plated handles must have been very limited edition created for the exhibit. We hazard that
one of these, if any still exist, would excite
considerable competition among collectors.

NOTES & QUERIES'.

Roger Smith's December 1978 list included a
Yankee style plow plane :marked P.TYLER. Tyler
may have been Parker Tyler 1953 - 1837 who was
born in Rindge, N.H. and died in Townsend, Mass.
Parker Tyler's eldest son was named Flint and
the plow is also stamped F. Tyler on the heel
which supports the supposition.Roger has listed
also three moulders by P. Tyler. Compare L.
Tyler, WPINCA, Names Alone.
_
and
The April '79 Catalogue Number 7 of Anne
Don Wing is a must for any plane collector. Beoffering a wide variety of high quality '
planes, the Wings have included a two page,
illustrated spread on the planemakers of New
Bedford, Mass. Information is provided about
Nicholas Taber, John Marshall Taber, Allen Taber and Leander Taber who were all associated
in :he plane manufacturing business at various
times. Aaron Mason Smith, J.W. Smith, J.H.
and W.G. Lamb and Lamb & Brownell are also discussed as is the Taber Plane Co., apparently
the business of the Lambs ratter that the New
Bedford Tabers. The Taber in the firm name
came from a patent held by Wing H. Taberr a distant relative but apparently not an associate
of the New Bedford Tabers. The Wing's catalogs;
cost $2 and are available from the Mechanick's
Workbench, Front St. Marion, Mass. 02738. Not
only do they offer high quality and often rare
tools but they have a continuing valme as part
of the tool collector's research library.

-in an interim list of moulding planes issued
shortly before their most recent catalog,
Huahes and Murdock report:
a 3/4" hollow, 18th C style incised T.BRAY
a *10 round embossed MARSH & WINN of early
appearance.
an early looking bead plane with flat chamfers
embossed YOUNG (Young and Younge have been
recorded but not this mark.)
a 1 1/8" Scotia embossed Slo-SCOTT, also an
unrecorded mark.

maker
-From Dan Semel comes news of a possible
P.KANTZ embossed in a rectangle.
B.WOLFE JR/PITTSBURG/PA is reported'by E.H.
Blumenthal Jr. This maker has not appeared in
any of the standard lists but is very likely
connected with Whitmore & Wolff and Whitmore,
Wolff & Duff & Co reported in WPINCA. The plane
2" double boxed side bead. Rhykenophile
/
is a 1
Blumenthal also reports a groove match with arms
by JOSEPH WOODWELL & CO/PITTSBURG/PA. This name
is rendered WOODWEIL in WPINCA.
- -

perhaps theRecorded planes bY— ROBERT WOODING,
numbered
first professional English planemaker,
latest census
25 at the time of Bill Goodman's
given in BP II.

RKS describes a Plank Match tongue plane of
birch. The plane has the heavy chamfering and
other design features of the 18th C. It is
17 5/8" long with a beautiful and unusual open
tote. The plane is marked S.BRIGGS, an unrecorded maker. Whether S. Briggs was a relative
of E.BRIGGS of Keene, N.H. or other recorded
Briggses is an immediate question. The Keene
Briggs had roots in South Eastern Mass. and
:although we don't know where R.K.S.found the
plane, the fact that he lives in Mass. is suggestive. This one deserves investigation. A
lUrther interesting point about the Briggs
plane is its iron which is marked A.MASON,JR.,
twice.

--New examples continue to turn up. Recent speciRuble and Alan Bates.
Jess
by
reported
mens are
Alan also provides the information that a
Wooding plane is to be offered for sale (will
have been by the time this issue hits the stands)
at $600. We can remember the day when that
information would have elicited a fervent "WOW!"
from us.

Bob Fors asks what is known about T.SHEPARD.
Bob owns a pair of 91
2 " T & G planes of his
/
manuiacture. Shepards we have seen listed include S. Shepard who as in apparent partnership with J Sanderson in Buffalo, N.Y. Daniel
M. Shepard worked in Albany 1826-8 (WPINCA).
In BARS II - 1, p6, Ed Delaney reported a label
reading T.SHEPARD/IRONMONGER. The expression
has never been extensively used in the United
States except perhaps in very early colonial
times so we infer this T. Shepard was British.

RES disclaims any significance in the fact that
his next entry is a 14 3/4" Jack Plane, with a
. "Mickey Mouse" tote and a.diamond shaped start,
marked on its toe end with the large boxed
initials S B. The plane has a Weldon iron.
_
.The Arnold & Walked sale contained a housing
plane marked OUTHWAITE/MANCHESTER. The name
.is not recorded in BP II.

Ray Townsend has begun an irregularly issued
publication for tool collectors called "The
Petite Gazette". The second issue contains a
two page article titled, "Planes used in the
Match Marling Industry". We don't know if this
very interesting article on both a little
studied industry and a group of highly specialized planes is available from Ray but we
suggest that anyone who wants to learn about
an odd corner of rhykenology should write Ray
at Waters Storehouse, Williamsburg, Va. 23185
.
and ask.

Lot 947 of the A & W sale lists a plane by
,LOVEAGE, the name in the negative, (Graham effect)
for the plane, though in almost unused condition,
had been shot at both ends.
T.MORSE without a place name, a previously unrecorded mark, appeared on a plane at the A & W
sale.
_
-An ambiguous entry in lot 224 of Christie's
and Walker sale is
Arnold
the
of
catalogue
HANDS. It appears in bold type like the other
makers' names in the lot but is followed by a
period. It is difficult therefore to be sure
whether this is a place name related to the
previous entry J.HAST/E (the form of the Hastie
mark in 3P II includes no place name) or whether
it is an unrecorded maker.

'Two unusual marks collected in Canada are recorded by Dave Perch. In a sawtooth bordered
rectangle were found the names CRATHERN &
CAVERHILL in 5/64" letters. Incised in script
on a smoother converted to a compass plane was
MULHOLLAND & FR---. The number of missing
letters is conjectural because of the alteration of the plane._
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NOTES & QUERIES
A oresumed tool merchant BONNOR/HEREFORD
stamped a pair of side half-rounds and a pair
of snipe bills made by William Moss and offered
at the Arnold & Walker sale.
A pair of side-rebate planes offers at the A &
W sale bear the stamp McBROWSE who, it was suggested,was the maker and/or first owner.
R.K.S. notes an unrecorded maker of coopers'
planes R.A.LANCEY. Lancey's location is unknown but may be in the Townsend, Mass. area.

Cfr,:ttalt

Jock Moody notes AUXER & REMLEY/LANCASTER on a
jack plane with an E.W. Carpenter patent throat.
Compare Samuel Auxer and Kiefer & MIXER
of Lancaster.
A moulding plane which was part of a lot at the
1977 Iron Horse auction bears the name T.KING &
SON/LATE/W.MOSS. The label down not appear in
BP II although a William Moss of Birmingham
does.
Alone.
In WPINCA CO.HENDRIN is listed among Names
Bud Steere now reports a CO. HESDRIX in his
April '79 list.

1/8 " Side bead, marked, A.Heald & Son, Milford, N.H.

Bill Hilton

NOTES & QUERIES

<7

From Seth Burchard comes a report of A.CUMINGS/
NEW BERLIN/NY(long jointer,L(Note similar listing in Heritage House Catalog, Nov 78.) The
plane is equipped with a FRANCIS PEARSON iron
(I-#4,p17).

•

Bill Baader reports he has a Dutch plow identical to the one of Don Buttel illustrated in Vol
III - 1. Lt,however, is marked PD. Apparently
identical plows bear the marks J.N., R.S.V.
over R and SVE:- A curious sameness.
Bob Cameron notes an iron marked J.POPPLING/NY'
in an arch and bar stamping. The iron was
found in a cast iron shoulder plane of typically English design.
A sash fillister by BRUFORD appears in the
Christie catalog of the A & W sale. This name,
unless it is a type for BURFORT/ does not appear
in the BP II list.
The A & W sale included a #4 hollow plane by
an unrecorded maker I.HOLMES whose mark is surrounded by a line and zig-zag border.
An iron marked E.W.N.STARR & CO on a compass
plane without maker's mark was listed among the
planes in the 1977 Iron Horse auction.

Boston.
5/8 " Reed plane, marked, A.J.Wilkinson & Co.,

Bill Hilton

NOTES & QUERIES
John Feuerstein has an 18C style jack plane with
no Makert- mark but its single iron,which appears
to be of rather primitive manufacture,is marked
PFR. There is a possiblity that the loop in
the P results from an exceptionally deep rust
pitting and that the letter is an I. Most who
have examined it concur in the P interpretation
however.
Bob Shadick has acquired a foreplane of ship
carpenter style very handsomely make of a dark
heavy, dense, tropical wood. Many of those who
have examinted it think the stock,which shows
no yellow, is, none-the-less, lignum vitae
heartwood. Stamped across. the fore end in incised capitals is GEO.(H?)ICK(S?)/MAKER. Several
Baltimore planemen used the term, "Maker", on
their planes and so did H.G. Stilley who emigrated from the East to California. Stilley was
a ship carpenter as well as a plane maker: (H?)
ICK(S?) may have been also and there may have
been a passing connection. However, Bob lives
on Long Island, New York, where he collected
the plane. An important Long Island Quaker
family named Hicks is represented there by
many descendents and by the Nassau County town,
Hicksville.

C.R.MASON & CO.
Listed in 1875 in
Lawrence, Mass. directory as a hardware dealer.
Mason, Charles R. & Co.,
(Eugene J. Mason) , hardware, 327 Essex, h.165
Haverhill.
-Bill Hilton -

A recent list issued by Bud Steere includes the
following interesting labels:
SMITH & CO -side arm plow, brass tipped arms,
riveted fence with brass plate, beech
T.PITTER A/NAPOLI/GARANTIT0/3GNIP-770 on the
iron of a horn plane. It also bears the imprint
of a lion.
S.NOYES-18 Century appearance, very heavy
chamfer beech, complex moulding.
C.HARTMOL__? 18 Century appearance, heavy
chamfer beech, complex moulding.
S.WILSON/IPSWICH, appears English, 8" smooth
plane, 3" tall, thick steel sole forward of the
iron permits adjustment of throat.
In a list issued by Ed Pitcher we note the
following:
I.BEECH_ presumed dealer on a group of planes
marked Blizzard (John Blizzard/Birmingham, 130524)
SANDERSON BROS.& CO./SHEFFIELD on both the
nicker and cutting irons of a dado plane.
I.DAVIS BIRMINGHAM - 5/16" hollow of 18th C.
appearance.
Seth Burchard sends a correction. In I-#3,p9
we listed ISAAC.FIELD/PROVIDENCE as FIELDS.
There is no "s" in the label Seth reported.

v.- -

- -.Turnin.9 Plane.

MOTHER PLANES
New Insight into Planemaking
by
Carl Bopp
molding planes.
Mother planes were used to cut the bottom ehape of
of the plane they will
They have a reverse shape, compared to the profile
PLANES" in
make.(Note 1). The absence of planes identified as "MOTHER
me. The
museums and private collections in the U.S., has long intrigued
of identification.
reason more have not been classified may be just a lack
to take
Many, no doubt, were destroyed when machinery was developed
can undertheir place. Whatever the reason for their scarcity today, you
sure are Mother
stand that I was delighted to find two planes that I am
Planes.
It is 9 3/8"
We will first consider the plane on the left in Fig. 1.
"Wm. Greaves &
long X 2 5/8" wide X 3 3/16" high. The blade is stamped
1 show 0
Sons". It is bedded in the stock at 50° . Dotted lines in Fig.
on an 80
its cutting range. Spring lines indicate the plane will work
is
angle to its base. The fence is held on with four screws. There
also a screw holding the depth stop.
/ - 21
4
2/
There is no maker's name on this tool but the numbers 2 - 21
me to the
are stamped on the heel. These numbers and the depth stop led
or
conclusion that this was not a plane that would only make one size
the
shape but rather a variety of different compound ones. It will cut
the rest
basic shape of a Grecian Ovolo molding and other planes can cut
the
of the shape. By making these latter cuts different distances from
/ " plane or a DJ" plane. Each of these
4
03 quirk, we can get a 2" plane, a 21
sizes can be made into a Grecian Ovolo with bead, Grecian Ovolo with
There
square, Grecian Ovolo with fillet, or, a Grecian Ovolo with bevel.
sizes
are possibly more, but in any case a total of at least 12 different
and types can be made from this one basic tool.
It has been observed that the quirk.can be the same size on all
12 planes.
Fig. 2 through Fig. 7 show steps I used in making plane stocks with
this plane. Whether my method is exactly the way it was done by planemakers is open to question.
Fig.2: A block of wood is prepared to the proper size to make one
plane. I made it longer and then trimmed off each end. Otserve the step
of the plane is shown so you can see it is upside down.
Fig.3: Lines are drawn on the end to show the shape that the plane
will be cut to, placement of boxing, fence and atop. It was a big help
to put the spring lines on at this time to use as a guide.
Fig.4: A groove to receive the boxing is cut and the boxing installed in place. Sometimes other boxing would have been used at other wear
points. If used, it would also be put in at this time. (Other lines are
not shown for simplification.)
Fig.5: A rabbet cut is made that will be the depth stop of the
finished plane. It is cut to the angle of the spring lines .(Note 2).
Boxing was put in so this cut would just come slightly into it. A bevel
is cut on the other side also using the spring lines. This bevel is the
base of the finished plane. I have found that when making a 2" size
plane, the depth stop on the mother plane will stop on this bevel.
Fig. 6: Before the mother plane can be used most of the wood to be
removed must be cut away with other planes. (Note 3). Rounds and a
rabbet plane worked well for me.
Continued
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OVOLO WITH SQUARV

Now the mother plane comes into use. It is only used to get the
final exact shape. A unique feature is,that it uses the boxing as a guide.
The fact that the blade cuts on one side of this boxing and is guided
from the other side, results in a vary straight and true cut. The cutting resistance tends to pull the plane tight against the fence side.
Fig. 7: Other planes can now be used to cut different shapes,such as:
beads, squares, fillets or bevels. In this figure we are showing a bead.
Fig. 8: Three different sizes of Grecian Ovolo with bead can be made
with this one mother plane and other smaller ones.
Fig, 9s Other shapes can be cut to make different planes
Fig. 101 The finished plane from Fig. 1 makes a center bead type
plane. (Note 4). Two boxing strips are used and both sides are rabbeted.
The center is cut out with a round plane almost to the finished size. Now
the mother plane is used. Surprisingly, it is working on a spring, even
though the plane it is making does not. I would think this angle will
help keep it tight against the boxing.(Note 5).
This plane is 9 11" long X 2 1/16" wide X 3 7/8" high. The blade
stamp is indistinct. It is bedded in the stock at 55° .
Shere are no spring lines but the base angle shows it will work on
an 80 spring. The fence is held on with five screws. These screws as
well as the fence screws in the other plane show no sign of being removed.
As before there is no makers stamp but the heal is marked No. 8.
Who made these planes and used them is the $64,000 question.
NOTES
1. I first encountered the name Mother Plane in aritish Plane Makers 1st
Edition by William Goodman page 41 and 46 - also see 2nd. Edition
page 4, 76 and 77.
2. For more on spring lines see Chronicle June 1979 page 19
marked American molding planes" by Frederick A. Shippey.

OM° witi4 FILLET/

"Spring

3. For this same idea see Dictionary of Tools by R.A. Salaman page 376
fig # 556.
4.B3ex Mathieson 6. Sons 1099 reprint by Ken Roberts Publishing Co. calls
this shape a face molding on page 198 fig. #202. Note - other shapes
also called the same.
5. See B-ARS #2 - 1977 page 14 and 15. Spring by Bob Graham-"improved
directional stability'.

OvOLO Wail BEVEL.
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NOTES & QUERIES
Jock moody's Catalog l2 describes a chamfer
plane of early design with the makers mark A.
HVBER. The plane has a sliding fence with wedge
adjustments..
1747-1778 in
Bill Goodman records Thomas Lockey
A & W sale
BP :I. The Christie catalog of the
lists a 1/8" side-bead by A.LOCKEY/

A grecian Ogee marked D GILMAN was offered in
the Bittner Auction of the Ken Roberts Tools.
This name does not appear in the index of WPINCA.
A 2" Ogee marked J.V.VLECK was also offered.
This name does not appear in the WPINCA index
either. Neither name is listed in BPII.
Bud Steere's list included a moulder marked
L.LANPRON,an unrecorded name if 3 maker,

Worthy of note is the fact that BP II has a
section labelled "Problem Children" it consists
of names which may be planemakers but have only
been recorded once in Bill GoodmanAs study.
Among these names is that of BRIGGS (zip). Is
it possible that this is another American plane
that has crossed the pond?
Listed among the lora in 1977 Iron Horse auction
was a bell metal jack plane marked ENGLAND BROS.
& CO/SHEFFIELD and also WHATCO - REG - PROVINCIAL PAT. Neither England Bros nor Whatco
appear in BP II.
More on the PRESBREYS. Roger Smith reports
three states of the S. Preshrey label. First
is S PRESBREY/NORTON in a double deck, sawtooth
label. Norton is in smaller caps and the border
of the label is most uncommon.
Second is very similar but both
S's are backward. The third is a
large SxPRESBREY alone in a sawtooth rectangle
without marginal decoration. Roger presumes the
time sequence is the reverse of the order in
which we have described them.

Noted in the catalog of the English • sale of
Arnold and Walker Tools:
.A round topped iron marked J.SMITH (unrecorded)
in an S.King/Hull panel fielding plane.
.An iron in a plane of antique aspect out down
and with the makers mark lost. Iron reads A .E.
This is conjectured to be an "early and rare"
stamp of Hildick - 1720-60.
SELY. This variant spell.A moulder marked
ing without the second E is recorded only in
the label I MOSELY/ROCHESTER in BP II.
.Eleven hollow and rounds marked only with the
initials W.R. and two hatched circles. If this
mark represents a maker the only name given in
BP II with which the initials correspond is
W. Raymond who is not otherwise identified.
Dave Perch's study of Canadian planemakers continues. He recently examined 1600 planes in the
tool collection of a Toronto museum. He reports that only a tine number of presumed makers
not already listed by W.L. Goodman or K. Roberts
were found in the enormous group. New labels
were JOHN BRYDONE in 1/8" .letters embossed in
a sawtooth border and ADAM HOPE & CO/LONDON. incised. The ambiguous F.JONES in a sawtooth
label appeared on several planes otherwise unmakked and on a single plane bearing the mark
of WALLACE a known maker in the Province of
Quebec. The dual stamping presents interesting
questions. Was Jones an owner who happened to
acquire several unmarked planes which, like
the Wallace plane, he marked with his name? Cr
was he a small maker who supplied occasional
planes to Wallace who second -stamped? Other
reports of F. Jones will surely help to define
Jones role.
Another namenotlisted in 3P II but noted on a
plane in the A & W sale is MT7LS/KIR1AL0Y. This
mark appears on a plough plane.
Dan Semel has acquired a plane with the threedecker mark C.DONAT/PO'KEPS/E/WARRANTED. Each
deck is a separate stamping. The top two are
embossed. warranted is incised.
-An auction notice issued by Richard Crane offers
a snipes bill plane by G.W.MORELAND and a block
plane by W.E.BROOKS.

Herman Freedman has discovered the largest
crown moulder either he or your editor have ever
seen. It is in the collection of the North
Andover (Mass.) Historical Society. The plane
stock measures 911" across, a real colossus. It
was made by the elusive W.RAYMOND whose name,
in a sawtoothed rectangle is stamped twice into
the fore end. There is no hole bored for the
insertion of an auxillary handle or pulling
bar and it is difficult to concerve how a plane
of such gigantic dimensions could have been
successfully used. We have not seen the iron
but believe it to be slightly in excess of
2" wide, an enormous bite even if the plane
/
71
were used only for a final, finishing cut.

Two new Vermont plane makers have been reported
by Paul Kebabian in 'The ACTIVE Scrapbook".
They are: L.F.HALEY/E.CORINTH, VT. on a 283/8"
jointer containing an iron by WILLIAM OAKES/
WARRANTED/CSST STEEL; and S.J.GAGE/VERGENNES
on a smooth plane found by ACTIVE member
Allan Curtis.
From Harold Fountain comes a confirmation of
COMP. of ARTISTS/WARRANTED. The plane is a ‘!"
/ " long
4
hollow missing wedge and iron. :t is 41
and has heavy rounded chamfers.

of the North Andover
Traced from Herman Freedman's casting
2 inches
/
shade over 91
crown moulding. The plane measures a
in its widest dimension.

REDU=D

FRED BAIR ACQUIRES LOT OF 1500 BRITISH PLANES
by Jan Ryte
Scores of pages of preliminary reports,
supplements, and up-dates relating to a
colossal study of this large group of planes
have been arriving on a regular basis in
Bristol, England, Levittown, New York, and
points west. An unusual aspect of this
study will be an alphabetical list of owner's
marks and chains of ownership. Because of
the large number of planes in this group,
quite a number of "sets" of planes have emerged to date. In addition, during the process
of general cataloging, dozens of possible
unreported makers, variant imprints of known
makers, and several new relationships and
associations have turned up.
While it is too early to draw many
conclusions, or even to get much of ap indication as to the ultimate direction the study
may take, based on the notes we have seen
to date, this will probably be the most
thoroughly cataloged and indexed large group
of planes ever. We wish Fred great success
with this immense and fascinating project
and will print some of the interesting
developements from time to time as things
progress.
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Marks and Wedge from a pair of match
2 " long, le
1
planes, Stock of beech, 9 /
chamfers. Of British appearance and
professional lookinj construction.
Ed Ingraham.

WANTED : INFORMATION ON
JAMES

STARR OF LISBON, 0

I am presently engaged in gathering material for an article on
JAMES STARR, planemaker of Lisbon, Ohio. Starr was born in about 1795
(the exact year is inOome dispute) and died in 1872. He is listed in the
Ohio census of 1850 and 1860 as a carpenter but is shown by his products
also to have been an accomplished planemaker. Also, to my knowledge, he
made cider presses and winnowing machines. His planes are stamped:
J. STARR
N.LISBON

OHIO

The third and second lines of this stamp are sometimes omitted where space
is limited. Note: New Lisbon (N. Lisbon) was the official name of Lisbon,
Ohio, prior to 1894.
I am interested in acquiring, or hearing about, any J. Starr products,
as well as such information on his life and activities as may be at nand.
Residents of Lisbon have been fully cooperative in this regard, and I have
about exhausted the information available in the local courthouse. To this
end I am here circularizing the Ohio members of the Early American Industries Association in the hope of locating further products or information
relating to Mr. Starr. Any help you can give me in this regard will be
greatly appreciated.
Richard i. S. Starr

Planes described in his
We asked Carl Bopp if the wedges of the Mother
who was adverPhiladelphia
article compared with those of John Veit of
the wedges
traced
Carl
tising "handmade" planes as late as the 1370's.
one of
also
and
pattern
same
the
of both his planes which are made to
same.
the
not
but
Veit's products. They are similar

A further note on the W. Hovey label, B-ARS III - 4, p 6, comes from
Bill Hilton
This stamp on the cap and blade of a
double plane iron was found in a plane
made for the Lowell Mass.hardware dealer
med
Alpheus Smith (1832-1835) and is presu
in
Hovey
am
Willi
to have been made by
nist,
Boston. Hovey (1832-1833) was a machi
t
Stree
ngton
Washi
816
at
having a business
ed
grant
was
he
30
10,18
March
in Boston. On
a patent for a plane iron the details of
which were lost in the patent office fire
of 1837. However,given the dates and the
location,it is reasonable to assume that
W.Hovey was the stamp of William Hovey
of Boston.

NOTES & QUERIES
ROBERT TOWELL who appears in BP II without
working dates is assigned c 1835-1n the catalog
of the A & W sale at Christies.
In the recent Catalog of Hughes & Murdock are
listed:
.HAWKINS (MEMO English patent 1913 combination plane including plough
.D.GALLOWAY & CO, EDINBURGH on the brass levl
er cap of a metal panel plane with wood infil
.
cap
and
iron
t
Sorby
Rober
3/4"
2,
13 3/4" X
2". The firm is not in Goodman.
/
iron 21
.Unrecorded mark PARRY 329 OLD STREET LONDON
4- on heel.
full boxed double reed marked ;,top W.B. in a
on
.German hollow plane marked
.
below
heart with the number 26
.German reverse ogee marked WILH.ZIMMERMANN/
CHENNITZ
ot2t
.Dutch V-shaped moulder stamped AVDM.

edge of wedge hole is chamfered.
.Dtitch moulder marked with a exo.wned P (No,

not P.D.)
.German side fillister PAUL KU /LEIPZIG
.Possible maker I TARRY embossed in a sawtooth border "off the bench" sash fillister.
s reportTwo previously unrecorded 18th C. maker
L
S.HIL
are
list
May
his
ed by Roger Smith in
restyle
ller
Jo.Fu
a
with
2" round plane
/
on a 1
lieved wedge and I WADE on a 3/4" round plane
with a Sleeper style wedge. The first plane
is 97/8" long, the second 10".
- --- -- d
Bud Steere lists T H STRANGE/PROV./R.I. marke
a
If
w.
hollo
1/8"
low on the nose of a 1
been recorded,
not
has
ge
Stran
maker,

Tayloe's Ckwie lot St.h
—

-

Noted in The Canadian
Patent Office Record
by Dave Perch.

Mechanical
For those who are not lucky enough to own Knight's American
articles.
related
and
planes
Dictionary, we reproduce its entries on
project by
Knight's invaluable work was recently reprinted as a joint
InAmerican
Early
the
and
Association
the Mid -West Tool CollectorS
project
the
in
involved
others
that
dustries Association. We know
responsible
will agree with us that Marion Henley of M-WTCA is chiefly
out.
sold
now
is
which
for the success of the edition

3,138.

carpenter's cutPlane. I. (Woodworking.)
ting and surface-smoothing tool, of which there are
many varieties, called frOm some peculiarity of con.
suction or purpose.
A tool having a bit-iron set in a flat-soled stock,
and used for smoothing surfaces by taking thin
ahavings therefrom.
The int is known as the iron.
The iron. is fastened in the stock by the wedge,
which holds it to the slanting surface known as the
bed. The abutment is the shoulder, between which
and the plane-bit the wedge is drivenThe bottom of the stock is the 3014.
The toad is the handle.
...The shavings of Sr. when briskly *anal, always earl up in
chelee like the tendril' of the vine." — PUNT.
The plane of the Romans was known as nanciAa.
ma Japanese Outman small, with single irons,— no handles.
The planes ere shorter, lighter, and the wood shallower than
oars, being generally not more than an inch deep. To plane a
piece of wood. they lay it on the ground. squat on their hams,
hold It Casa with their to.,, and work the pane by thawing it
with both hands toward them.
Some of their toed; appear to be mere chilttron's toys; for instance, they have a smoothing-plans two and one tad Inches
long, one inch brtad, and had an inch thick.
In Jig. Ma, a shows a [Let solid plane appded to • carved mile.
riot sure.; the roundhog ma, however, be
elg. M82.
effected more speedily
and metverdently by the
concave plane 6. The
compeer - pane e Is
adapted for curved interior rurfaces, and may
be used for forming
curves having • greater
radius than its son, d
is • places for Me handrails of atahrans;
spokeshave; f, benchplane ; g, nett= of stock
;r,I,
of bench-plane;
et, seethes' of moldingpaean'.
In Fig. 3782 a is a
Pious (Diderot; amotenegide Kiwis). Jock-plane; benioothirtteplam; c,d,doubleplaoe.
hoe, the shorter is termed the hreak-tron. a aline:rates the
action of • plane in which the mouth has become much worn
the sharings are comparatively unbroken, and the iron,
quitting the fibers, does not give • smooth surface. f,
month of mder-piole, of small apertme, faced with metal
and efbeting a comparatively emooth cut; this object Is better
effected by the double platie-iron, as shown as g ; A, 3111ster;
i, plow.
In Smith and Carpenter', plane (A, IfIg. MSC, the stock is
selfhood by an upper metallic frame; the plane-iron a is held
between the wedge 6 and curved branch e, sod is adjusted by •
thumbscrew a.
keens's plan•atoet B consists of • metallic piece a,In which
the bit is faCatill by • lever 6 provided with a thurateernw ;
curved arms cc, to which the flexible sole d is attached, work
ln slots at the ends of the stock : the sole may thus be adjured
to any desired curve within certain limits, the arms being Secured by the term e e.
mad* in two parts, pivoted
The stock of Suckers plane C
together Si o through metallic ;nide-pates on etch side. A
°Prize 6 it Interlineal between the two 'arta at front, their distance apart being ragutated by the screw c. The plea.-iron is
fired In the upper part. and Is ceased to protrude more or lea
now the minim, according to the downward pressor* exerted
by the head; the depth of cut may thus be varied at each

stroke, and the drag of the bit as the plane ia drawn back Le
preen:toed.
An American plane, patented in ISM, haa • thumbscrew on
the top iron, which moons two lateral pins fitting in grooves in
the sides of the plena The plane-bit being adjusted to the
MM.

Plants.
required position, rotation of the thumbscrew tilts the top
plate, which bears against the bit and holds it in piece without
a wedge.
The following am the dimensions of some of the more cow.
moo vaziadee of planes: —
Length In Width in 1 Width of
Inches.
Inches.
Irons.
Modeling-plane
Smoothing-plan.
Rabbet-paw
Jack-plant
Panel-pan•
Trying-0=e
Long- piens
Jointer-plans
Cooper,sjointer.paa•

4_

1 - 6
8

I2-17

14+
20 -72
24-26

26
8

1-2

5, - a
3
1-2
2 - 21
I 2/
31-31
21 - 24
, 2i
.3#

a-3

21-81

1-2

-3) 14-4 I 11-31
:1

The angle of tbe bit varies with the work; the harder the
mood the steeper the pitch.
COMIROa pageA is 45°, and halr.pucA is 60°. There are other
pitches between the two. See Prrce.
See under the following heads:-

angle-plane.
Astragal-plane.
Badger-plans.
Beating-plane.
Bead-plane.
Beach-plane
Border-plane.
Brea
Capping-plans.
Carpenter's plans.
Compass-plane.
Concave-plans.
Cooper's plans.
Core-box plans.
Cornice-plane.
Counter-check.
Covetta.
Cutting-plane.
Cutting-thrust.
Dovetail.
Dormaa box-plans.
Edge-plane.
MBAs?.
Fluting-plane.
Fore-plane.
Forkstad-plane.
Grooei o plane.
Hand-rail plane.
Hollows and rounds.
Hoilow-e..h plane.
Ice-plane.
In-stave.
Jack-plane.
Jcdner's pianda
Jointer.
Jointing-plans.
L b'.-tocigue.
Long-plane.
Hatching-plans.
Metal-0160a.
Miter-plane.
Hodedug-plane.
Molding-plane,
Crgee-plaras.

Omen hare.
Owolo-plane.
Panel-plane.
Panel-plow.
Ptstol-rourer.
Planegnide.
Plane-trot.
Plans-table.
Plow.
Quarter-round.
Quirking-plane.
Rabbet-plans.
Reed-plane.
&wet.
Hounding-plane.
Round-Dose pens.
Router.
Sash-filthier.
Sash-plane.
Scaleboard-plane.
Sera pm g-p lane.
Shooting-plane.
Side-dlllsrer.
Side-planeSlde-rabbet plane.
Side-round plane.
Side-snme.
Stogie and three reed planes.
Sksw-plare.
Skew-rabbet plane.
Slat-plane.
Slitting-plane.
Stnoothiog-plane.
Snipe-biU pens.
Splint-plane.
Spokeshave.
Spout-plans.
Square-rabbet plane.
rock-share.
Sun-plane
Table plane.
Tongning-plane.
Toothing-plane.
Try-plane.
Whisk.
Witonet.

2. A straight surface ; a "true plane' is a gage
or test of flatness. The " true " planes exhibited by
Whitworth at the Paris Exposition were polished
metallic surfaces of 100 inches area. These were
prepared in triplets,.to avoid the error which may
occur, as, when ground together, one might become
convex and the other concave, but a thirri could not
possibly tit both unless they were all correct. The
error is said not to have exceeded the Too lu o nth of
an inch. One slides over the other as freely as upon
ice, until, by pressure, the tilm of air is removed,
and then the adherence is so strong that one is readily lifted by the other. See PLANE-SURFACE.
3. (Fortification.) Plans of defilade; a plane
passing through the crest of a work parallel to the
plane of site.
Plane of rue; the general level of the work, horizontal or inclined.
Plane-bit. The cotter of a plane; generally.
termed the plane-iron. The cutting-edges of planeirons are generally a right line, bet, for some purposes, they are made with rectangular or curved
grooves. They are set in the stock at various angles
with the sole, 45* being termed COMM071 pitch: this
is employed int bench-planes for soft woods; 50',
Park pitch, for mahogany and hard woods; 55%.
middle pitch, is used in molding-planes for soft!
woods, and smoothing-planes for mahogany and hardi
woods; 130*, half pitch, in molding-planes for hard!
woods. The iron rests on the bed, and is held betweets this and the abutment by a wedge which:
adjusts its projection beyond the mouth. In metalworkers' planes the iron is set at an angle of 70' or
80'; it is adjusted by a vertical screw, and an end
screw and block is substituted for the wedge; its
Lees is frequently grooved, giving a greater penstra-

tion, the smoothing being afterward effected by a
plane with a narrow bit.
Double irons are generally employed in the better
class of planes ; the tipper, called the break-iran,
does not eat, but breaks the shaving, allowing the
lower hit to effect a smooth-cutting action without
splitting the wood.
The sernping-plane, having its bit perpendicular
or nearly so, is also employed on hard wood and
ivory; with its edges serrated, such a plane is used
by cabinet-makers or roughing veneers and the surfaces to which they are glued.
The width of plane-irons varies according to kind.
Modelingplanes
3Ni- I} Whoa
Smoothing-planes
11-21 "
Rabbet-planes.
1-2 "
Jack-planes
2 - 21 :
Panel-placers
Trying-planes
11
211,-24 44
Long-planes
Jointer-planes
24
"
Cooper's jointer-plants
3i
Plane-guide. (Joinery.) An adjustable attachment used in beveling the edge; or
Mg. 8116.
ends of plank.
Woodville's (Fig.
3785) is secured to ilk
the stock A by
screws 11, passing
through slots in c\,,
the plate B hingedtf'.z,k,
to the plate 61,
\
which rests on the Cf.'
face of the board;
the desired inclination is given to
the sole of the
plane by the screw
H working through
the threaded nut
1, and held by the
jam-nut J
Plano-tiro:la. The cutting-iron inserted in a
plane-stock and fastened by a wedge. Names indicate structure or
function, as —
Doable plane-iron.
Break.tron.

NIL

T
TRn00
plans-iron.
0purnhr.41"n
pe-dacle
Smoothing plane-iron.
Bes Flan; PLLNYALIT.

STOP CHAMFER PLANES

ges•-/res.
C, rap.
A, plane-iron.
coupllageerew; a slot.
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ADVERTISEMENTS OF THE PROVIDENCE TOOL COMPANY FROM THE COLLECTION
JACK GORLIN
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T J tOMPANY'S
<1

•
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c:

AA"
ribetiCE 1100

J. B. ANTHONY, Agent.

Established A. D. 18-15.

Illanufatturcro of

NUTS, WASHERS,

8iiityps qqa

j.ebas,

PLANE IRONS, Soft Moulding, Rabbet, Cornice, Tooth, Howell, and Pannel-lrons,
Match Irons and Bite, Plow-Bits, Atc.
HOOKS AND THIMBLES. Match or Sister Hooks, Clinch Hinge, Connecting-Shackles,
SHIP-SORAPEBS, and Marline Spikes.
PLATE HINGES, feet and loose joint,--Draught Platen and Bunter-licads forli R.
Care.
Tinned Can Rings and BRIDGE BOLTS.
They are prepared to execute orders for all descriptions of
COLD

PROVIDENCE, It. I.

PRO111111111/11111 It. L
New VerbL

WY 111111G1 iyhataration,

OIL tA 1111111 31111"In

PUNCHING AND JOB WORK:

arelkonse No. WA Cliff Street,

U. U. W%

, Agent.

in 1E145, in pursuance of a design at
"The Tool Company was established
tools
and mechanics'
to the manufacture of carpenters'
limited
first
of plane irons, and
generally, but particularly all descriptions

moulding tools."

IMP

THE
TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PLANE INFCRMATION
ROGER K. SMITH, Editor

:NUE TO PATENTED PLANE :NFCRMATICN
1976-1979
discussed in previous issues of ?lane
Several recent requests by members for information already
Bather than 4met an ordinary index, :his is
Index.
this
for
need
vtrone
a
indicated
Imp
The
and
Talk
manufacturers, patent numbers and dates, etc.
designed to provide a quick cross-reference of inventors,
wood bottom 'transitional type' planes;
Abbreviations should be obvious. Samnless "a.B. indicates
3, Fall 1978 on page (15).
the first listing alum would be found in Volume III, No.
obtain this data. Only patented and/or metal
All pages o?- 717ne Talk & The Imo were reviewed to
?lane :alk & The Imo in these listings.
between
made
is
distinction
°lane information is included. No
IS CNLY MAIS.LL WHICH HAS BEEN
THIS
ETC.
PATENTS,
ALL
CF
LISTING
A
REAMER, :HIS IS NO
omissions or errors.
any
for
here
made
are
Apologies
.
I
CE
DISCUSSED IN ?LANE TALK
the importance of the Index of ?lane
For a complete listing of patents, we cannot overemphasize
for general use and as a companion to this
and Spoke Shave Patents, 1312-1910 by William B. Hilton
St., Lynn, Mass. 01904 N t.4.00 post paid.
Bickford
122
at
author
the
from
available
directory. It is
ISSUE
MAKER
DATE
PATENT #
?LANE
NAM
III-3-F'78 (15)
Unknown
None Known
Aluminum Weatherstrip
A. "ALENCT
I.2-Sp'76 (4)
oston
iron Bench(vert.adj) 13,381 Aug. 7, 1855 Himself-B Hilton
B. Bailey, Leonard
II-2-5'77 (7)
W.
by
Index
Patent
?Lane
patents,see
plane
NOTE: L. Bailey received many other
Themselves-Boa. III-2-S'78 (18)
?lane Iron Only with engraving of above plane.
Bailey-Woods
IL4&-m 177 (16)
S. B. & L. Co.
(sizes 3 Linn:.
Bailey-Stanley (c. 1873) Iron Bench w/ unusual frog

a)

Bayley, William (Mfr.)

Core Box (see MaCauleY)

Beach, N. B.

Iron Block

Beach, H. B.

Iron Bench

Meriden Malleable II-4-W'77 (15)
Iron Co. (Conn.
•
II-2-S'77 (7)
289,332 Nay. 27, 1883
_
None Known
/i-2-S'77 (7)
64,1477 May 7, 1867

287,612 Oct. 30, 1883

Blandin, Benjamin

Iron Bench(vert.adj)

Blye, 4. H.

Beveling Attachment

6,304 Apr. 10,1549 7ar. N.f. 7akers

I7-1-Sp'79 (16)

Brattleboro Tool Co. (Mfr.) Iron Bench & Block (see Steers)
"BUCK= (trade name) Iron Bench (see Much].)
III-1-Ap'78 (12)
Made by ?exto for Capewell
Hartford (c. 1920-35)
4 11 TRUE VALUE, CRUSADER, METAL FROCUCTS & PARPLUS.
NOTE: ?exto made identical planes marked ?SETO, .21,..1,

C. "CAPENEW(trade name) Cast Iron w/pressed steel parts.

Carleton, J. W. (Trask) Iron Bench & W.B.
Carpenter, E. W.

Wood Bench

Carpenter, I. (Smith)

Wood Bottom

Chaplin, 0.B. (Chaplin's) Iron Bench & W.B.

746,285 Dec. 1, 1903 Union Mfg. Co.
'
763,721 June 28,1904
6,226 Mar. 27,1849 Himself
Lancaster, ?a.
81,425 Aug. 25, 1868 I. Carpenter
Lancaster, ?a.
Tower & Lyon, N.Y.
126,519 May 7, 1872

I7-2-8'79 (16)
II-3-F'77 (5)
II-2-S'77 (8)
II-2-5'77 (7)

619,394 Feb. 1141899 Tower& Lyon, N.Y. :7-3-F'79
& others
I-2-Sp'76 (4)
167,311 Aug. 31,1875 Davis Level &
Iron Bench
O. Davis, L. L.
Tool Co.-Gpringfield,Ma.
Himself-Pownal, Vt. :7-3-Po79
None Known
iron Plow(c. leu)
Dutcher, Elibu
NOTE: Similar to Silcock's 1844 English Patent.
Converse, Maschil (Chaplin's Improved)

E. 'ECLIPSE"(trade name)
Evans, George
F.

?ales, Amos
Fenn, William
Foster, Edwin

G. Gags, John P.
Gage, John P.
Gladwin, Porter

Iron Bench

11-4-W'77 (16)

Mode by Stanley for Montgomery Ward, c. 1940-50.

34,248 Jan. 28,1862 B.H. Mitchell & Co.
11,983 Mar. 22,1864 Hudson, N.Y.
Otis Smith
254,542 Mar. 7,1882
Iron Combination
Rockfall, Conn.
& others
291,178 Jan. 1,1584 Foster Merriam Co.
Iron Bench
Meriden, It.
342,453 Jan. 29,1907 Oliver Mach. Co.
Iron :urn Table
Grand Rapids, Mich.
323,5a Aug. 4,1585 Gage Tool Co.
iood Bottom
Vinelana, N.J.
& others
Photograph of Mr. Gage & His Employees
iron Circular

Tool Handle (?lane)

2C2,105 Apr. 9,1878

Himself-Boston

IV-2-S'79 (15)
111-3-P78 (16)
II-2-S'77 (7)
III-3-2978 (15)
III-1-Sp'78 (13)
I-3-Sept'76 (12)

I-4-Zec.'76 (13)

Gray Iron Canting Co. (Mfr.) ;ore Box (see McCauley)
H. Hahn, Edward

Iron Bench

None
11

Prob. by Siegley, Alkes-Harre,Pa. III-1-Sp'75 (:2)

8,1693

Prob. .'.inself
Tuba City, Calif.
299,227 June 3,1881. ?rob. S.C. Tatum Cc. r7-1-Sp'79
Cincinnati, Chlo

Hardt, Louis

iron Bench
w/ ad,I. throat
Iron Rabbet
ailles, Samuel
NOTE: See Kaiser, probably same plane.

502,206 Aug,

Moires, E.& B. Co. (Mfr.: Barrel & Keg

None Known c. 1720

Sennines, C.Z. (fr.)

C.

Holmes Mien. Co.
Buffalo,

:7-1-810179 (17)

Iron Bench (see Steers)

Apr. 17,1888 ?rob. Tower
Johnson, Iver (Torkelsen) Iron Bench
Lyon, 4. .C.
Chaplin's Improved)321426
300,266 Sune 10,1284 S.C. Tatum Co.
Cabinet Scraper
Keiser, john
Cincinnati, Ohio
Same
3C5,° .02 Sept. 23,1884
Iron Rabbet
Keiser, John
Kellett, William

?lane Iron Only

Kendall, H. L.

400d Bench

r1-2-3'77 (7)
£i-1-4179 (17)

305,393 Swot. 16,1884 Prob. Hirmelf
526,154 Sept. 15,1594 Chicago, :11.
20,1193 June 8,1658 Himself-Baltimore

les

Sandusky Tool Co.
Binning
Kenney', Patent
Sandusky, Ohio
slitter.
'45'
a
of
Itanley
work
the
plane.Does
a
not
NO2E:Actually

Same
14-1-4'79 (6)
11,3-F'77 (14)
r7-1-Sp'79 (5)

(17)
& Union for
"I.W.C1SZCZ." ;trade name) All iron & A.B. Mfr. by Stanley, Sargent
Aontgomery ard, c. 1910-30.
272,2711 Feb. 13, 1583 Griffin Tool Co. & 14-1-Sp'79 (16)
Comb. Chamfer
Lee, JosPT:h
H. Thurston, ?rov., R.I.
60,206 Dec. 4,1866 ?rob. Rimself-Phila. III-1-Sp'78 (11)
Core Box
Lewis, Elishe
NL

Mayo, Matthias

:ron Flom 'The Boss' 167,772 Sept. 14,1875 Himself-Boston

11-4-4'77 (16)

Meriden Malleable Iron Co. (Mfr.) (See 3each & Tidgewell)
(11)
751,671 Feb. 9,1904 Wm. 3ayley Co. &
1.I.C., Springfield, Chlo
111-2-5'78 (15)
131,367 Sept. 17,1872 S.R. & C. Co.
Combination
Miller, Charles
'Miller's Patent' in 1570.
NOTE: aller received many other patents, including his more famous
ILI-24'78 (17)
Unknown
112,949 Mar. 21,1871
Combination
Morris, Ellis H.
others
Wood Bottom ° Bs ?lane 413,300 Oct. 22,1889 Birmingham ?lane Co. £1-4-A'77 (16)
:-:osher, :Atom D.
& later Union Mfg. Co.
& others
Co. 17-2-S'79 (15)
iron Bench "Buckeye" 775,378 Nov. 22,1904 Buckeye Saw Vise
Mhell, john
Cleveland, Ohio
11.1-3-F'75 (6)
Wood Bottom Canadian Patent Aug. 111, 1858 aineelf
N. Nichol, Philippe
acorton Pond, _Quebec
17-3-F'79
?rob. Himself
Wood Bench(adj.throat) 41,317 Jan. 19,18611
O. Odell, Eli
Winterset, Iowa
P.

McCauley, J.S.

Core Box

Pert° (nr.)

Iron w/prossed steel parts

Um*

Peek, Stow& Wilcox (See Capewell)

67,671 Aug. 13,1867 Babson & Repplier-8osII.4.4'77 (16)
• •
Boston Tool Co.
287,584 Oct. 30,1583 Standard Rule Co.' 1.1.-4-W!97 (15)
Iron Bench & W.B.
R. Rust, Solon & Arthur
11-2-$'77 (7)
Unionville, Conn.
NOTE:This father & son team had many other plane Detente . sued.
5,486 Mar. 28, 1845 Sandoe &
_ 'jood (pat. cutter)
Shelabarger, 2. 2.
III-1-Sp'78 (12 '
Himself-N.1.C. &
S. Siegley, Jacob (Mfr.) Iron Comb. & Beheb- -1510,096 Lee. 5,1893 wilkes-Barre, Pa.
& others
Iron Combination (See Isles)
Smith, Otis (Mfr.)
LII-4-J1,8.
Wood Bottom Types See Special Edition, 'The Imp', Vol.
Stanley-Bailey
?hillips, Russell

Iron ?low

Steers, William

Iron w/Eosewood Strips 284,919 Sept. 11,1:383 C.E. jennings,NY0

Steers* William

Iron Bench & Block

Stone Tool Co.

04 Iron 3ench

111-3-F'78 (16)

310,473 Jan. 6,1885 Brattleboro Tool Co.(7t)
No information available

Same

III-1-Sp'78 (12

T. Tatum, Samuel C. (Mfr.) Iron Scrapers & Babbet (See Rifles & Keiser)
Tidey, Wheeler& others

Flow-type Beveling

Tide'', A.3.

Wood Bottom

Tidgewell, William

Iran Bench

Tolman, T.J.

Wood

11,235 July 4,18511

, Co., f.
M.B. Tide)

16,889 Mar. 24,1857 ?robsble inspiration
for Gage Planes
313,694 Mar. 10,1885 Meriden Malleable
Iron Co. (Comm.)
16,412. Jan. 11,1857 Himelf-Hanaver'MA'

IV-1-Sp'79 (16
7.1-4-A'77 (2)
11.1-3-P78(12)
11-2-S'77 (7)
LI-4-4,77 (7)

II-2-S'77 (7)
179,494 July 4,1876 Himself-S.1.C.
Tower, John J. (Mfr.) Bench & Block
also Adv.IV-3-F'79)
NOTE: These planes are usually marked Chatlin's Patent, (Sew Chaplin & Johnson,
168,431 Oct. 5,1875 Stanley R. & L. Co. 11-4-4'77 (16)
Traut, J.2.(Bichards) Steel-cased Rabbet
other patents.
NOTE: This is a variation of the Stanley 080. Traut & Richards received many
U.

Union Mfg. Co. (Nfr.) (See Carleton & Trask)
Union Mfg. Co. (Mfr.)

W. Walker, Edwin
"WORTH" (trade name)

d44 Iron Bead ?lane (R. Morrison of Mass. now reports one)
AL Iron Co-bination ?lane (Made for Union by Jacob Sieeley)
iron Combination
Iron

318,331 Hay 19,1555 Rimself-Erie, ?a.

r7-2-S'79 (16
Same
111-2-S'78 (17

111-.4178 (7)
Made by Fexto for Bigelow
NONE
Dressed steel parts.
& Cowes-Boston Hardware Dealers, c. 1920-55. (See Capewell & ?exto)

V-Z - 46

Ohio Tool Company employees. Photo enlarged by
Roger Smith from a post card in his collection.
Identified with Timothy Hoey, foreman. Hoey is
third from the left in front row. He died in 1939.

Plow with pewter thumb screws collected
in Maine by Larry Brundage.

Swedish jointer of birch. Tote is offset. No maker's name appears.
Collected by Larry Brundage.

The Ingraham Wedge Removal technique as discussed in his piece on page 2.

A label from the collection of Bob Donnelly.
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An unusual Dutch plow owned by Bill Baader.
Note the spectacular tote.

